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The relationship expert from the Ladies' Home Journal, the Wall Street Journal, and Lifetime

Television shows how to prevent marriage problems before they start There's nothing wrong with

starter jobs and starter homes, but starter marriages? Relationship expert Monica Mendez Leahy is

on a mission to help readers make their marriage last. Her 1,001 Questions to Ask Before You Get

Married offers a reality check for couples on the marriage path, helping them realize how much they

have yet to discover about their partner's nature, thought processes, lifestyle, and marital

expectations. Engaged couples learn to discuss issues deeper than "chicken or fish" and to broach

subjects that are often ignored before the nuptials yet essential for the foundation of an intimate,

long-lasting relationship. Posed in a variety of fun formats, including multiple choice, fill-in-the-blank,

and hypotheticals, these questions include topics such as:  "Does your partner feel that you're too

attached to your parents?" "Is there such a thing as innocent flirting?" "Is it OK to cheat on your

taxes?" And more
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"An important and essential book for all couples contemplating marriage."--Dr. Barry G. Ginsberg,

Executive Director, Center of Relationship Enhancement Love can be bliss, but marriage takes

work. Communication, compromise, and joint decision making are key ingredients to a successful

marriage. Using a variety of fun, interactive formats, including multiple choice, fill-in-the-blank, and

hypotheticals, relationship expert Monica Mendez Leahy brings to the table these and many other



important issues that will arise in every marriage--including the ones that may blindside you. 1,001

Questions to Ask Before You Get Married will help you and your partner explore your common goals

and perspectives as well as celebrate your unique differences as you prepare for your life journey

together. Through the questions posed in this book, you and your betrothed will explore

fundamental questions about nature, thought processes, lifestyle, and marital expectations,

including:  Is there such a thing as innocent flirting? Do you both want children? How important is

religion in your life? Do you think couples should share the same political views?

Monica Mendez Leahy has been helping couples prepare for marriage for twenty years. She hosts a

series of couples' workshops in the Los Angeles area and has been featured in the Ladies Home

Journal and the Wall Street Journal and on Lifetime Television.

Great book. I'm in a relationship that seems to be moving quickly toward marriage, but since I only

want to get married once, I figured I better get it right! Many of the early questions in the book are

things that my bf and I have talked about, but it felt good to have the confirmation that we are on the

right track in what we're sharing and asking about. Other questions are thought provoking. Then

there are questions that I guess that don't often come up in regular conversation, but are important

to know. Then there are some questions that may even be uncomfortable to bring up in a regular

conversation, but are important to talk about. It really covers a wide variety of topics. I feel like once

we've finished the book I'll feel more comfortable that we've covered all bases.

We bought this book a year before and I think it was very helpful in going through various topics.

Some are the things covered in a pre marriage counseling but others you will find helpful and not

typically covered.

This book is amazing. I got it 12 years ago and loved it, so when a friend was having communication

problems with her husband, I got her this book and now by reading the questions they are talking

again.

Don't want to go to marriage counseling to know if you're compatible, buy this book! This book will

open up your conversations to things you never expected to ask each other. Talking about the

complicated topics before they happen eases your marriage.



Okay book. Lots of questions that apply only to particular groups, but I sort of expected that. At least

it raises some topics which can be good to discuss.

My Girlfriend and I are halfway through the book and it is excellent!! You THINK, you know your

partner??? These questions tease out details, values and expectations that sometimes are not

articulated well. If you want to start off right, please read.

This book is filled with standard questions as well as questions you would never think to answer in a

day to day conversation. My boyfriend and I took it on car rides with us and would ask each other

questions. It has a lot of different subjects: Finances, children, wedding, pets, family life, past

relationships, travel, etc. I recommend this book if you are 1) in a serious relationship and just want

a fun book of questions to ask each other 2) if you're in a serious relationship and feel like there are

a lot of things you want to get to know about your partner. I will say, my boyfriend got bored of just

asking for a book. So, you may need to spice it up a bit, like, making some kind of game out of it.

Also, just remember the most important questions you want to ask and save them for the right

opportunity. You don't both have to be reading the book for this to be a great tool for your

relationship.

bought it for daughter, hope it helps her make a good decision
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